
 
 
 
 
17th March 2021 
 
 
Dear fellow Owners, 
 
I hope this finds you all well! 
 
Following my last update, once again there have been further developments and it feels good to be 
writing to you with some positive news. 
 
Following the recent announcements by both the UK Government and the Welsh First Minister we 
are gearing to fully re-open the resort for all owners and guests from Saturday 17th April. Any 
owners of week 15 will be allowed to check in from Monday 12th April.  
 
Whilst we can now look forward with some optimism, all the key steps in the pathway and the 
associated dates are subject to revision should matters not progress as hoped.  Accordingly, whilst 
we know the dates associated with the anticipated relaxation of the rules will not be brought 
forward, there is the potential for some of the key dates to be pushed back.  I would urge you all to 
keep up to date with regards to the rules on household mixing as obviously we will all have to 
adhere to these rules when we start visiting Haven Court again. 
 
The Committee is very conscious that once again some owners will miss out on their week at Haven 

Court whilst restrictions remain in place. As you are aware all owners affected due to the various 

lockdowns in 2020 have received a credit on their account, and I am pleased to confirm that the 

Committee has agreed to extend this to owners affected during weeks 2 to 14 (inclusive) for 2021.  

The credit of £175 for a 2 bedroom ownership and £210 for ownership of the 3 bedroom apartment 

will be automatically credited to your maintenance fee account by our team at RSL. 

Please could I remind you again to regularly check the RSL and Club websites for updates as we 

are committed to moving towards a paperless system. 

As always, on behalf of the Committee and Robin and his team at the resort, thank-you all for  your 
on-going support of the Club.  
 
 
With Best Wishes, 
 
 
 
 
 
David Head 
Chairman 

   


